
 

 

 

 

 

 

I. Match the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in pronunciation in each of following question. 

1. A. beach B. seafood C. meaning D. weather 

2. A. sea B. screen C. smart D. ensure  

3. A. printer B. machine C. automatic D. furniture 

4. A. temperature B. museum C. ending D. temple 

II. Match the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from in the other 

three in the position of primary stress in each following sentence.  

5. A. waterfall B. vacation C. kayaking D. beautiful 

6. A. underground B. astronaut C. gravity D. company 

7. A. furniture B. cameras C. advantage D. different 

8. A. shopping B. building C. tower D. result 

III. Choose the best answer. 

9. Visitors can go __________ on the West Lake. It's fun.  

A. camping B. boating C. climbing D. hiking 

10. Phu Tho province is famous for hard-working and __________ people. 

A. friendly B. modem C. high D. costly  

11. In the future, we’ll live in a hi-tech house on__________. 

A. some moons B. a moon C. the moon  D. moon 

12. _____________is friendly to environment. 

A. A big home B. A small home      C. An eco-friendly home D. A smart home 

13.  ________ is a house with a computer to run it. 

A. A big home B. A small home  C. An eco-friendly home D. A smart home 

14.  A _________________ helps us watch TV programs from space. 

A. smart alarm clock      B. wireless TV C. hi-tech fridge        D. motor home         

15. The _________________ of the future will wash, dry and fold your clothes. 

A. smart washing machine      B. motor home       C. wireless TV     D. computer        

16. Don’t forget to bring a ________. It will keep you warm when you sleep at the campsite. 

A. flashlight B. towel C. sleeping bag D. battery 

17. I think some people will _________ in homes on the sea. 

A. living B. live C. to live D. lived 

18. We should use _______ plastic boxes or bottles because they are safe for the environment. 
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A. reusable B. refillable C. recyclable D. reducible 

19. “_______” means using something again. 

A. Reusing B. Reducing C. Recycling D. Collecting 

20.  Astronauts have to wear _____________to protect them. 

A. T - shirts B. dresses C. spacesuits D. jeans 

21. Earth’s__________ is what keeps you on the ground and what makes things fall. 

A. gravity B. surface C. time D. day 

22. A _____________ is a flying machine. It can carry things. 

A. computer B. drone C. washing machine D. printer 

23. A/An ______________________ will make anything you want to eat. 

A. fridge B. automatic food machine C. washing machine D. drone 

IV. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in each of the 

following questions. 

24. If you won’t study hard, you will pass the final exam. 

A. If B. won’t C. hard D. will pass 

25. Would you like tea and hot chocolate for your breakfast? 

A. Would B. and C. for D. your 

26. She think a lot of people will live under the sea. 

A. think B. of C. live D. the 

VI. Read the article about homes in the future and write True (T) or False (F) for the statements. 

The Future is Smart!  

  by Professor Rendall 

Do you have a smart device, like a mobile phone or a TV? In the future, smart technology will be everywhere 

and it will make our lives easier. Do you hate washing and cleaning? I know I do! Well, soon we might have 

robot helpers to do the housework! Don't like cooking? Buy an automatic food machine to do it for you. Touch 

the screen to choose your meal and it will be ready in seconds! If you want new clothes or furniture, get a 3D 

printer to make them for you. Some companies already make deliveries using drones. But soon, everyone will 

use them. The sky will be full of these little machines. The future is smart and I can't wait for it! 

27. Professor Rendall doesn’t enjoy washing and cleaning. 

28. Now, smart technology are everywhere in the world. 

29. If you hate cooking, you can buy an automatic food machine to do it for you. 

30. We might not have robot helpers to do the housework soon. 

31. Some companies already make deliveries using drones. 

VII. Choose A, B, C or D to fill in each bank. 

Tom and Jenny are talking about different ways to protect the environment for Earth Day. Jenny says students 

shouldn't (32) __________ food. They should eat everything on their plates. She also thinks everyone should 



 

 

(33) __________ trash and put it in the trash can to keep the school clean. Tom (34) __________ his water 

bottle and fills it with water every morning. He also takes his family's (35) __________ to the recycling bin 

because you can recycle metal. He thinks everyone should reuse and (36) __________ everything they can. 

Tom and Jenny are trying their best to protect the environment. 

32. A. throw away B. reuse C. recycle D. clean up 

33. A. reuse B. save C. protect D. pick up  

34. A. throws away  B. recycles C. reuses D. clear 

35. A. wildlife B. cans C. newspapers D. bottles 

36. A. recycle B. recycling C. recycled D. recycles 

VIII. Write the meaningful sentences, using the given words and phrases: 

37. I/ going/ see/ movie/ Saturday/ 4.00 p.m. 

A. I am going to see a movie on Saturday at 4.00 p.m. 

B. I will be going to see a movie on Saturday at 4.00 p.m. 

C. I was going to see a movie on Saturday at 4.00 p.m. 

D. I going to see a movie on Saturday 4.00 p.m. 

38. I think/ people/ travel/ driverless car/ future. 

A. I think people travel driverless car in the future. 

B. I think people travel by driverless car in the future. 

C. I think people travelled by driverless car in the future. 

D. I think people will travel by driverless car in the future. 

39. We/ should/ bring/ sleeping bag/ so/ we/ not/ get cold/ at night. 

A. We should to bring a sleeping bag so we don't get cold at night. 

B. We should bring a sleeping bag so we not get cold at night. 

C. We should bring a sleeping bag so we can't get cold at night. 

D. We should bring a sleeping bag so we don’t get cold at night. 

40. If/ the museum/ closed/ I / visit/ the Imperial Palace. 

A. If the museum closes, I am going to visit the Imperial Palace. 

B. If the museum closes, I will visit the Imperial Palace. 

C. If the museum closed, I should visit the Imperial Palace. 

D. If the museum closed, I would visit the Imperial Palace. 

-----------------------THE END-----------------------  

 

 

 

 


